
Jurgen Thies’s “The LayoutEditor”

http://www.layouteditor.net/

http://www.layouteditor.net/download.html

I will provide the install code in an 
email to the class. If you want to 
install on your personal machine, 
go ahead.  If you run in the EPDC 
or Blake, you will also need to enter 
this code (first time, anyway).



Layout
Layout is essentially a 
drawing process.  You 
are drawing the two-
dimensional geometries 
that will end up on your 
mask.  Layout tools are 
essentially CAD drawing 
tools, but include 
additional useful 
features.

Every area of each mask 
will be either opaque or 
clear.  That is what you 
are trying to define…
which areas are which.



Files and Tapeout
Your end product is a file which contains the data for your mask.  The 
process of transmitting the data to a foundry who will build your device is 
called “tapeout”… you are sending your magnetic tape out.

Standard format is GDSII (“Gerber Data Stream Information Interchange”).  
It includes information on the layers of your design and the 2D 

geometries.

OASIS (Open Artwork System Interchange Standard) is a new (2004) 
specification which is attempting to replace GDSII.  It is more efficient in its 
storage format (10-50 times) than GDSII.

Other common formats are CIF (Caltech Interchange Format), DXF
(Drawing Exchange Format…AutoCAD), and Gerber (Printed Circuit 
Board…PCB) files.  

Sometimes companies will charge you an additional fee to convert your 
CAD format into GDSII so they can make your masks.



Layout Editors
Commercial Code:

Cadence “Virtuoso”

Mentor Graphics “IC Station”

Tanner EDA “L-edit” MEMS Centric

IC Industry Leaders

Freeware:

Magic

Layout Editor 

IC Centric, established Gnu software

IC and MEMS, CheapWare, 
Reads/writes GDSII, CIF, DXF, 
OASIS



Why “The LayoutEditor”?

Cost.  Limited academic license (multiple installs) 
was $99.  Compare to $1500 for one semester of 
L-edit.

But… any of them would work just fine (except for 
Magic, maybe). I did my PhD work in Mentor 
Graphics.  Tufts ECE uses Cadence for VLSI 
work. 



Current “Cell”

Mouse 
cursor

Cursor location (in microns) – we 
always work in microns!

Number of points, paths, boxes, polygons, cells, 
cell arrays, and text objects currently selected.

Current grid size.

Mouse 
help

Layers

Undo and 
redo. (No 
Ctrl-Z !!)



Setting up layers

Each layer in the drawing 
generally corresponds to a mask.  

There is no standard convention.  
Use whatever layer numbers you 
want – usually you will want one 
layer for each mask, plus 
perhaps a couple of other layers 
for markup, such as a layer 
showing the total size of your 
mask and the wafer, for instance.

Go under the layer menu and change 
the properties of the layers you want 
to use – give them a descriptive name 
(like “wafer” or “oxide” or whatever 
you want).  Also modify color/pattern 
as desired.



Drawing boxes and paths

Draw paths, 
boxes, 
polygons.

Refer to 
mouse help.  
Center button 
ends a path.

Use “Utilities” menu, “setup” to set the 
default path width.

Left click on 
a layer to 

make it the 
active 

drawing 
layer.

<Shift> constraints to 45o (for path and polygon).

<Esc> cancels the operation without drawing anything.

Circle and ellipse 
draw commands are 

in the “Utilities”
menu!

Important note: circles 

and ellipses are really N-

point polygons – you can 

change the # of points in 

the object properties or 

setup menu.



To zoom : 

(a) mouse wheel (zoom centered at current cursor 
location)

(b) + and – keys (zoom centered on view window)

(c) Magnifying glass icons (mouse over and look at 
mouse help)

Grid size (in microns) is the step size of the mouse. This will 
change as you change your zoom level.  You can also 
change it by typing in the box or using the grid buttons.

Grid/Zoom



To move around the view : 

(a) Arrow buttons 

(b) Arrow keys

(c) Mouse wheel (zoom out / zoom in centered at current 
cursor location)

(d) Usually the right mouse button allows you to pad 
around (check Mouse Help)

Scrolling around



Showing/hiding layers

• From the layer menu, you can “show all” layers, or “hide other” (i.e. hide all 
but the selected layer).

• From the layer pallette, you can center click to toggle a layer visibility.  Left 
clicking will make the layer active for drawing.  (Refer to mouse help to 
remind yourself)



Selecting objects

ONLY OBJECTS ON 
VISIBLE LAYERS 

CAN BE SELECTED 
BY MOUSE!  

HOWEVER, THIS IS 
NOT TRUE FOR 
“SELECT ALL”

You must choose a selection method first !!!!



Selecting objects

One path and one box 
have been selected.

Selected objects are 
outlined in white.



Modifying objects – deleting, moving, 

changing properties, changing layers Select first, then modify.

Draw menu has “delete”, “merge”, 
“move”, “mirror”, “rotate”, “copy”, 
“move to layer”.  Also has “Properties”.

Utilities menu has “scale” (set origin, 
start point, destination point), 
“sizeadjust” (grow), “copy”, “paste”, 
“boolean tools”.



Modifying objects – deleting, changing 

properties, changing layers Select first, then move.

•First select the objects to move.

•Then select Draw|Move.

•Refer to the mouse help – if you left click the 
mouse button at a point and then a second 
point it will move by that vector.

•If you want to enter a numerical X,Y move 
amount, Shift-LeftClick (see Mouse Help)



Boolean operations

•First, select some objects 
and “Set Select to A”.

•Then, select some more 
objects and “Set Select to 
B”.

•Now run the boolean
operation you want.

Note : the original objects 
will not be deleted.



Making measurements

“Utilities” ruler 
and area 
commands.  

If you want the 
ruler to stay in 
the drawing, 
Control-Click the 
second point 
(see Mouse 
Help)



Inserting Text

Under “Utilities|Setup”
change the text width 
to some desired 
positive value (in 
microns).  This 
appears to be 
approximately the 
width of a letter.

Now “Draw|Text” and 
your text will be a 
physical polygon 
which appears on 
your mask.  

If you want to read it 
with the naked eye, I 
suggest a width of 
3000 microns.



Creating and Editing Cells

•A cell is a logical object.  

•Each cell has all the layers in your layout.

•You should use cells for any repeating unit in your design.

•You can insert cells into other cells … so you might have a topcell cell, and 
then insert into it “Cantilever1”, “Test Structure”, “Cantilever 2”, “Alignment 
Mark”, etc.

To work on another cell, 
select it in the dropdown 

menu.



Inserting Cells

To insert a cell into another cell, select “Draw|Cell” and place the instance of 
your cell.  If you modify the cell, all instances will update.



Arraying cells

•To create an array of cells, select Draw|CellArray.

•You will be prompted to select the cell to insert.

•The position the first cell in the array.

•Then position the second cell in the array, giving both X and Y offset.

•Now you will be prompted for the number of cells in X and Y.

X offset

Y offset



Arraying cells

•To select cells or cell arrays, use the “Select|Cell” function – now you are only 
able to select cells.  To verify, check the kinds of objects you have selected 
before you delete or modify.

•To modify a cell arrays properties, select “Draw|Properties” and then click on 
the cell array.  You can modify the number of elements in the array, spacing, 
origin, and magnification/rotation.



Final Suggestions For a full mask design:

• Put a 10 mm wide, 5 mm 
high rectangle at the bottom of 
the drawing to orient the mask.  
Also it is often useful to have a 
window like this.

• Label your mask with the 
layer, design name, your 
name, and date.

• Leave a 5 mm border around 
the wafer edge that you will 
not draw in.

• In a dummy layer, draw a 
wafer-size circle (100 mm in 
our case) and a mask size box 
(125 x 125 mm in our case) to 
help with

Not needed for your projects – I will be 
assembling all four designs together 
into a single mask and putting the 
writing, rectangle etc on that final mask.



Getting ready to send

When you are finally done with everything and are ready to send out the 
GDSII file to the mask maker:

1. Make sure everything you want on your mask is in the cell “topcell” –
any other cells in the layout will not be used!! You must communicate 
the name of the cell to the vendor.  (Cell | Select Cell (list) ) will help 
you see the heirarchy.

2. Make sure everything is in the correct layer.

3. Check polarity (darkfield/lightfield) and mirroring.

Professionalism:

1. Center your design exactly at 0,0.

2. Make sure devices line up exactly on a regular grid, and if anything is 
supposed to be symmetric, make sure it is exactly symmetric.

3. If you don’t have a good reason to do otherwise, always use round 
numbers for spacings and sizes.

4. Stay on a 1 micron grid.  Don’t put things 5.2 microns apart.



Darkfield/Lightfield
Make sure you are clear 
on your vendors 
conventions!!!

Do you want the regions 
that you “digitized”
(colored in) to be 
opaque?  That’s probably

a lightfield mask (the 
“field” is transparent).  

Do you want the regions 
that you “digitized”
(colored in) to be 
transparent?  That’s a 
darkfield mask (the “field”
is opaque).

“Digitize clear”… Darkfield

“Digitize dark”… Lightfield



Mirroring

If you do not ask the vendor to mirror 
your design, the mask will be 
manufactured so that when you look at 
the Chrome side, you will see what you 
drew on the screen.  

This will get flipped over when you 
expose the wafer, so the pattern on the 
wafer will be the mirror image of what 
you drew.  If you do a molding step, or 
are working on the backside of the 
wafer, you get mirrored again.

Tell the mask vendor if you want the 
design mirrored or not.

Mask has been 
mirrored

Mask has not been 
mirrored



$50 for a 
20 mm 
minimum 
feature 
trans-
parency
mask

$500 for 
a 4 mm 
minimum 
feature 
glass 
mask

$1000 for 
a 1 mm 
minimum 
feature 
glass 
mask.

(5” masks)



Additional Features
Design Rule Checker (DRC)

The fabrication process, particularly if you are using a 
foundry, will have a large number of design rules.  The 
design rule checker can automatically check if your 
design violates any of these rules.  This can be useful for 
MEMS.

Schematic Capture
Used mainly by IC designers.  Taking a schematic 
drawing and turning it into a layout automatically.  Some 
MEMS people have worked on this, but it is harder 
because all MEMS structures are very different, there 
really aren’t standard components.

Parameter Extraction

Once you have your layout, you can extract parameters 
(usually electrical ones) like resistance, capacitance, and 
inductance of lines.


